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VISION CRITICAL AIRFLOW MANAGEMENT

ORDERING GUIDE

Vision: Lab Overview

VSN    800  -  R0100       

PRODUCT FAMILY
VSN = Vision 

SERIES
800 = Series 800 (Perpetual License)

TOPICS
R0100 = 100 Topics
R0500 = 500 Topics
R1000 = 1000 Topics
R1500 = 1500 Topics
R2000 = 2000 Topics
R2500 = 2500 Topics
R3000 = 3000 Topics
R3500 = 3500 Topics
R5000 = 5000 Topics

Note: 
Topics are points used on Vision displays. The points can come from physical 
devices like Phoenix Controls valves (for example, air flow through the valve) 
or can be internally created in a calculation (for example, the most commonly 
calculated point in our applications is air change rate (ACH) which is not 
measured but instead calculated and used for control purposes or on a display 
for monitoring). 

Phoenix Controls Vision is a real-time critical systems 
analysis solution using data from Phoenix Controls’ 
airflow control system, sensors, and monitors. Vision 
collects current data and present values for display and 
stores this information in a centralized database for 
analysis and tracking. Vision’s data gathering is not limited 
to Phoenix Controls devices but extends to third-party 
BACnet® devices as well.

Vision includes functions such as historical data trending, 
alarming, reporting, and room scheduling. Vision also 
provides a modern web-based graphical interface for 
creating displays - either customized or from the standard 
lab templates provided in the package.  

Vision enables in-depth analysis of your facility’s key 
performance indicators with advanced data analytics   
providing valuable analysis for energy cost reduction 
initiatives or agency compliance. Vision also helps the 
facility personnel identify poorly performing labs and 
provide actionable information to correct the issues. For 
example, most BMS systems can calculate the air change 
rate (ACH) in a lab, but Vision can identify what is 
causing higher than expected ACH, such as fume hood 
demand, thermal demand, or poor air quality. 

FEATURES
• Critical analytics at every level to help evaluate and 

maintain proper building operations.
• Scalable from specific room to floor to building to cam-

pus specifications.
• A full suite of powerful and customizable real-time 

reporting tools.
• Historical data trends offer insight on facility conditions 

over any time period.
• Drag-and-drop architecture builder, plus many pre-built 

mechanical templates, to efficiently set up and update 
your facility as it grows or your needs change. 

• Historical data archiving for compliance management, 
trend analysis, and energy efficiency tracking.

• Review, report, and make equipment decisions with air-
flow building diversity information.

• Easily import third party BACnet devices such as air 
quality sensors, equipment controllers, etc.

• HTML5 support enables access to Vision from any 
computer or mobile device.

• Advanced security features ensure only validated users 
have access to information or parameter change permis-
sions.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Software
Room Manager Series 8xx; N4 version

Processor
Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2640 x64 (or better), compatible with dual- and quad-core processors

Operating System
Windows 10 Professional (32- and 64-bit), Windows Server 2016 (does not support installation on virtual machine systems)

Memory
6 GB minimum, 8 GB or more recommended for larger systems

Hard Drive
4 GB minimum, more recommended depending on archiving requirements

Display
Video card and monitor capable of displaying 1024 x 768 pixel resolution or greater

Network Support 
One Ethernet adapter (10/100 Mb with RJ-45 connector)

EXAMPLE SCREENS

Quickly build sophisticated graphic displays to easily 
visualize three-dimensional floor plans. Leverage cus-
tomizable zone color gradients for historical data play-
back using standard DVR functionality.

Understand how your building is performing and assist 
facilities personnel in optimizing energy spend, perfor-
mance, and compliance.

Track and monitor any BACnet® device parameters 
such as indoor air quality sensors or electrical sub-
meters.


